
Classic Sicily

THE BEST PLACES TO
VISIT IN SICILY

Taormina is locally called the Mediterranean Pearl
and is situated on a natural sheer terrace above the
sea. In the 1800s, the town was praised for its
beauty throughout Europe and it has not lost any of
its charm in modern times. You can also enjoy
walking in the Vil la Comunale, where you can
wander through classic Mediterranean vegetation
while taking in sublime sea views. And then there
are the charming sandy beaches lapped by crystal-
clear water!

Catania is the perfect place for a diverse
holiday, with pretty beaches, natural
wonders, cultural sites and beautiful
weather to enjoy all  in one place. Catania is
one of the most picturesque cities in Sici ly
as its landscape is dominated by Mount Etna
- an active volcano that gives the city its
suggestive lava-rock foundations.

Immerse yourself in Sici ly's Greek past
with this tour of Agrigento's Valley of the
Temples. The UNESCO-protected Valley of
the Temples is one of Sici ly's most
important archaeological sites and is a joy
to discover if  you have an interest in
history or simply want to learn more about
Sici ly's turbulent past.

CATANIA

AGRIGENTO

If  you are planning for private tour of Sicily ,  then contact Classic
Sici ly now who offers the luxurious Sici ly travel deals at the best
prices. One of their dedicated travel experts wil l  take the time for
knowing what you want from your dream Sici ly vacations and then he
will  build a personalized plan around your demands & requirements.

Address
250 Park Avenue 7th Floor New York, NY, 10017, USA

Phone Number
347-594-5500

Website
https://classicsici ly.com/tour/sici l ian-grand-tour

 

TAORMINA

Sicily is a magnificent place that I believe everyone must
visit at least once in their lives. Discover the best part of
Sicily by booking the luxury Sicily vacation packages

and plan a visit to following absolutely splendid
destinations of Sicily.

Famous throughout the world, Palermo is
the regional capital of Sici ly.  Palermo is the
city of a thousand faces, loud but elegant,
eclectic and never dull .  Palermo, with its
architectural beauty, its traditions and its
people, enchants visitors from all  over the
world. it  is decorated with magnificent
buildings, several cathedrals,  bustl ing
piazzas and intriguing fountains.

PALERMO

https://classicsicily.blogspot.com/
https://twitter.com/bellarome1
https://www.facebook.com/Bellarome
https://www.instagram.com/bellarome1
https://classicsicily.com/tour/complete-sicily
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https://classicsicily.com/tour/sicilian-grand-tour

